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Abstract

The formation and growth of magma bodies are now recognised as involv-

ing the amalgamation of successive, discrete pulses such as sills. Sills would

thus represent the building blocks of larger plutons (sensu lato). Mechanical

and thermal considerations on the incremental development of these plutons

raise the issue of the crustal levels at which magma can stall and accumulate

as sills. Reviewing the mechanisms that could a priori explain sill forma-

tion, it is shown that principal physical controls include: rigidity contrast,

where sills form at the interface between soft strata overlaid by compara-

tively stiffer strata; rheology anisotropy, where sills form within the weakest

ductile zones; and rotation of deviatoric stress, where sills form when the

minimum compressive stress becomes vertical. Comparatively, the concept

of neutral buoyancy is unlikely to play a leading control in the emplacement

of sills, although it could assist their formation. These different controls on

sill formation, however, do not necessarily operate on the same length scale.

The length scale associated with the presence of interfaces separating upper

stiffer layers from lower softer ones determines the depth at which rigidity-

controlled sills will form. On another hand, the emplacement depths for
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rheology-controlled sills is likely to be determined by the distribution of the

weakest ductile zones. Whereas the emplacement depth of stress-controlled

sills is determined by a balance between the horizontal maximum compressive

stress, which favours sill formation, and the buoyancy of their feeder dykes,

which drives magma vertically. Ultimately, the depth at which a sill forms

depends on whether crustal anisotropy or stress rotation is the dominant

control, i.e. which of these processes operates at the smallest length scale.

Using dimensional analysis, it is shown that sill formation controlled by re-

mote stress rotation would occur on length scales of hundreds of meters or

greater. This therefore suggests that crustal heterogeneities and their associ-

ated anisotropy are likely to play a larger role than remote stress rotation in

controlling sill emplacement, unless these heterogeneities are several hundred

meters or more apart. This also reinforces the role of local stress barriers,

owing to interactions between deviatoric stress and crustal heterogeneities,

in the formation of sills.
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1. The formation of plutons

The formation and growth of igneous bodies (plutons sensu lato) have

long been recognised as important processes that have shaped much of the

Earth’s crust. Over the years, a growing body of geological evidence, concep-

tual reasoning and theoretical models has lead to a better understanding of

pluton construction. When plutons, especially those of granitic nature, were

before envisaged as growing by an overall inflation, their construction is now

recognised as involving the accretion of repeated, discrete magma injections
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or pulses. Yet, these processes and how they operate in governing the em-

placement and growth of plutons, both in space and time, are still debated

(Paterson et al., 2009, this issue).

1.1. Mechanical challenge or “the space problem”

The formation of plutons is first a mechanical challenge. Plutons are large

igneous bodies up to several kilometres to tens of kilometres in thickness.

Their formation and the associated deformation of the host rocks must be

mechanically compatible on the long term with the average lithospheric strain

rate (Petford et al., 2000), and the depth of emplacement of these bodies does

certainly play a significant role. Indeed, the emplacement of a pluton in the

shallow upper crust will be facilitated by the presence of the near free surface,

whereas the deformation induced by the emplacement of deeper plutons in

the lowermost parts of the crust will benefit from ductile flow, either from

the mantle or the ductile crust or even both (Petraske et al., 1978; Cruden,

1998; Cruden and McCaffrey, 2001). However, the development of igneous

bodies may not follow a single growth process. Extensive field measurements

of the geometry and dimensions of many intrusions, from the smaller sills

to the larger batholiths, seem to indicate that a generic, continuous link

exists between the thickness and the average horizontal dimension of these

intrusions, but also that this scaling relationship does not seem to follow

a single power law (McCaffrey and Cruden, 2002; Cruden and McCaffrey,

2006). Instead, sills seem to grow mainly by lateral propagation whereas

laccoliths seem to grow by vertical thickening before extending laterally again

as plutons and batholiths, hence suggesting different growth mechanisms

depending on the size of the intrusive body that is considered (Pollard and
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Johnson, 1973; Cruden and McCaffrey, 2002).

1.2. Thermal considerations

The construction and development of an active magma chamber is also a

thermal problem. For a magma chamber to remain active or for an igneous

body to be able to convect, heat must be accumulated in that body at rates

that are higher than that at which heat is conducted away from the body.

Recent studies have shown that the thermal evolution of an igneous body

depends critically on several parameters including the supply rate of magma

that feeds that body as well as the position of this igneous body along the

ambient geotherm. Indeed, the depth at which magma is accumulated, or

stored, in the crust is important because this determines the initial temper-

ature of the igneous body and thus its subsequent thermal evolution (Annen

et al., 2006; Michaut and Jaupart, 2006; Annen, 2009a).

The mechanical and thermal aspects of pluton formation and growth are

also intimately intertwined. The mechanics and associated styles of pluton

formation directly affect the geometry of a pluton, which in turn controls

its thermal evolution. This has strong implications for magma differenti-

ation and anatexis. Plutons can grow through different emplacement se-

quences. Repeated amalgamation of magma of younger age underneath older

igneous material would lead to grow by under-accretion (Harrison et al., 1999;

de Saint-Blanquat et al., 2001; Michel et al., 2008). The opposite growth

sequence, referred to as over-accretion, occurs when younger igneous units

accumulate on top of older ones (Wiebe and Collins, 1998; Benn et al., 1999;

Galerne et al., 2008). Finally, pluton formation can also involved scattered

injections of magma, with septa of host rocks trapped in between individ-
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ual intrusions (Quick et al., 1994; Westerman et al., 2004). These different

growth sequences will lead to radically different thermal evolutions, and thus

to extremely different relative amounts of residual melt from incomplete crys-

tallization of the pulses and of partial crustal melt (Annen et al., 2008; Annen,

2009b, this issue).

1.3. Evidences for sills as pluton-building blocks

There is a vast body of evidence from geological, geophysical and geochro-

nological data (Cargill et al., 1928; Hawkes and Hawkes, 1933; Gretener, 1969;

Bedard et al., 1988; John, 1988; Gudmundsson, 1990; Hutton, 1992; John

and Blundy, 1993; Rutter et al., 1993; Vigneresse and Bouchez, 1997; Wiebe

and Collins, 1998; Benn et al., 1999; Coleman et al., 2004; Glazner et al.,

2004; Horsman et al., 2005; Morgan et al., 2005; Belcher and Kisters, 2006;

de Saint-Blanquat et al., 2006; Pasquarè and Tibaldi, 2007; Horsman et al.,

2009; Morgan et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2009, this issue) as well as theoretical

models (Gudmundsson, 1990; Annen and Sparks, 2002; Michaut and Jaupart,

2006; Menand, 2008) that plutons (sensu lato) throughout the crust grow

by the amalgamation of individual intrusive igneous sheets. Although rare

instances of plutons that grew by amalgamation of vertical dykes have been

identified (Allibon et al., 2009, this issue), the individual sheets making up

most plutons can be described as sills. Sills could therefore be envisaged

as representing the building blocks of larger bodies (Horsman et al., 2005;

Morgan et al., 2005; de Saint-Blanquat et al., 2006; Menand, 2008; Horsman

et al., 2009; Morgan et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2009, this issue). This in turn

raises the questions of the formation of sills, their emplacement depth, and

how this depth is determined.
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2. Existing models of sill formation

A sill forms when a dyke stops it vertical propagation and then intrudes

along an existing discontinuity (Fig. 1). Several models have been proposed

for the arrest of dykes and associated sill formations.

2.1. Buoyancy control

Neutral buoyancy has long been proposed as a mechanism to form sills,

with sills emplacing at crustal levels where their magma becomes neutrally

buoyant (Gilbert, 1877; Corry, 1988). However, this model contradicts field

observations (e.g. the Buckhorn Ridge intrusion in Utah, Johnson and Pol-

lard, 1973) and 3D seismic data (Thomson and Hutton, 2004; Cartwright

and Hansen, 2006; Thomson, 2007) of sills intruding different rock strata,

and thus characterised by different density, and of transgressive sills intrud-

ing successively different stratigraphic levels; if one of those levels represents

a level of neutral buoyancy the others clearly cannot. Likewise, if neutral

buoyancy were to control the formation of sills and therefore the arrest of

dykes then it would almost invariably prevent basaltic lava flows to occur on

the Earth’s surface owing to their larger density.

Thus, alone, a level of neutral buoyancy is unlikely to be sufficient for

promoting sill formation. Although in some cases it could indeed arrest the

vertical propagation of a dyke (Pinel and Jaupart, 2004), further magma

flow would most likely result in lateral dyke propagation, as illustrated by

the laboratory experiments of Lister and Kerr (1991), rather than sill for-

mation because this would also requires a rotation of the intrusion so that

it propagates in a horizontal plane. However, Taisne and Jaupart (2009)
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have recently shown that buoyancy effect may lead to sill formation in spe-

cific conditions. Buoyancy-driven dyke propagation is determined by a local

buoyancy balance in the inflated nose region of the dike, independently of

the total buoyancy of the magma column between source and tip (Lister

and Kerr, 1991; Taisne and Jaupart, 2009). Therefore, a dyke intruding

low-density layers would develop an internal overpressure that may be large

enough to generate a horizontally propagating sill at or near the base of the

low-density layers. However, the development of such a large overpressure

requires the thickness of these low-density layers to be at least 700 m and

2 km on average. This is typically larger than the thickness of sedimentary

strata (e.g. Hinze et al., 1978), and therefore suggests that the concept of neu-

tral buoyancy does not provide a complete explanation for the mechanism

and level of sill emplacement, although they could assist their formation.

Additional mechanisms are thus required.

2.2. Rheology control

The observations of sills intruding soft layers such as shales, mudstones

or hyaloclastites (Mudge, 1968; Fridleifsson, 1977; Antonellini and Cambray,

1992), which might have deformed ductily at the time of sill formation, sug-

gest that rheology contrasts between adjacent crustal layers can play an

important role in controlling sill formation.

Parsons et al. (1992) suggest that the rheology contrast between ductile

rock layers and adjacent elastic, brittle strata would help stop feeder dykes

and promote sill formation. Their reasoning is that a vertical dike increases

locally the horizontal least principal stress of the host rocks it intrudes. This

effect would be magnified in rheologically ductile zones owing to partial re-
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laxation of pre-existing deviatoric stress. Therefore, a dyke or a series of

dyking events within ductile rocks could modify the stress conditions to the

extent that the local least principal stress becomes vertical, which would thus

force subsequent magma intrusions within this ductile region to form sills.

Ductile behaviour is also expected from partially solidified, or heated,

successive magma pulses, as they accumulate in the same region. In this

case, the emplacement of sills could be controlled by the presence of horizons

separating crystal-poor from crystal-rich material with sills forming within

the weakest ductile zones (Wiebe and Collins, 1998; Miller et al., 2009, this

issue).

2.3. Rigidity anisotropy

However, in many and perhaps most cases, sills form within rocks that

deform elastically instead of ductily. One possibility is that sills form because

of a favourable crustal rigidity anisotropy. Many field studies show that when

sills intrude sedimentary sequences they commonly abut stiff rock layers, thus

suggesting that these rigid layers could have arrested the vertical propagation

of the feeder dyke and encouraged sill formation. Examples include high

rigidity sandstones, limestones, ancient lava flows and solid mushes of high-

crystal content (Fridleifsson, 1977; Hyndman and Alt, 1987; Gudmundsson

and Brenner, 2001; Holness and Humphreys, 2003; Miller et al., 2009, this

issue).

Using analogue experiments with gelatine solids, Kavanagh et al. (2006)

have tested this hypothesis. Their experiments show that under lithostatic

conditions the formation of sills requires the presence of interfaces. However,

the presence of an interface is not sufficient. The experiments show that sills
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could only form when their feeder encountered an interface that separates

a rigid layer that overlies a less rigid, lower layer (Fig. 2). In the opposite

case, where a less rigid layer lies on top of a more rigid one, feeders would

not intrude the interface between the two layers but would instead cross-cut

that interface and carry on their propagation as vertical dykes (Kavanagh

et al., 2006).

Additionally, the properties of the interface itself can also have an impor-

tant effect on whether a dyke would be deflected and intrude the interface.

Theoretical analysis shows that whether an interface is intruded or crossed

over depends on the elastic properties of the adjacent layers as well as the in-

terface toughness relative to that of the upper layer, with stiffer upper layers

favouring intrusion of the interface (He and Hutchinson, 1989; Gudmundsson,

2009, this issue). This analysis is supported by the analogue experiments of

Kavanagh et al. (2006), who report instances where a dyke was expected to

form a sill, because a rigid layer was overlying a less rigid layer, but instead

was arrested by the interface without intruding the interface nor penetrating

the upper layer; the interface was inferred to be too strong to be intruded

by the dyke. Also, in the case of weak and shallow contacts, sill intrusion of

these contacts could also occur by debounding whereby as a dyke approaches

a weak contact, the tensile stress generated at the dyke tip is large enough

to open up this contact and intrude it as a sill (the Cook-Gordon mechanism

referred to by Gudmundsson, 2009, this issue).

2.4. Stress control

Sill formation can also result from adequate stress conditions. Igneous

intrusions tend to propagate perpendicular to the least compressive stress
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(Anderson, 1951). Therefore, dykes are expected to form when the least

compressive stress is horizontal, whereas sills should form when the least

compressive stress is vertical. A corollary is that a transition from dyke

to sill is expected when the minimum compressive stress rotates from being

horizontal, such as in extension tectonic environment, to being vertical, which

would be the case in a horizontally compressive stress field.

However, the orientation of an intrusion does not solely depend on the

principal stress directions. It depends also on the magma overpressure, in

that intrusions with higher overpressure need to propagate over greater dis-

tance before they can fully adjust their propagation to the principal directions

(Mériaux and Lister, 2002). This is confirmed by recent analogue experiments

which investigated the transition from dyke to sill as a result of a rotation of

the deviatoric stresses (Menand et al., 2009). In these experiments, air was

injected into a solid of gelatine that was then compressed laterally so that

the minimum deviatoric compressive stress became vertical. Air acted as an

analogue for buoyant magma, and the solid gelatine was used as an analogue

for elastic crustal rocks. Air-filled cracks initially driven vertically by their

buoyancy change their direction of propagation and ultimately form sills in

response to the minimum compressive stress being vertical (Fig. 3). But this

trajectory re-adjustment is not instantaneous. Cracks of higher buoyancy

require greater distances to re-orient themselves fully, and they could reach

the surface in spite of the vertical minimum compressive stress, and therefore

not form sills, if these distances happen to be larger than that separating the

intrusions from the surface (Menand et al., 2009).

Stress conditions favourable to sill formation can also result from the
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presence of layered elastic rocks. A multilayer subjected to horizontal com-

pression, for instance, would result in the stiffest layers taking up most of the

compressive stress, whereas if this multilayer were in horizontal extension,

the softest layers would experience lower reduction in compressive stress and

thus appear comparatively more compressive (Gudmundsson, 1986, 1990).

Those layers where the minimum compressive stress becomes vertical would

thus represent favourable horizons for sill intrusions.

3. Depth of emplacement: what are the controls?

Sills are expected to form in the crust owing to either favourable contrasts

in mechanical or rheological properties, or favourable stress conditions. These

different controls on sill formation, however, do not necessarily operate on

the same length scale. In fact, the depth at which a sill forms will depend

on which process is dominant, i.e. which process operates on the smallest

length scale.

3.1. Rheology-contrast control

Field observations suggest that the formation of sills controlled by rheol-

ogy contrasts and, by extension, the depth at which these sills are emplaced

are likely to be determined by the distribution of the weakest ductile zones

(Wiebe and Collins, 1998; Miller et al., 2009, this issue).

3.2. Rigidity-contrast control

The formation of sills through a rigidity-contrast control requires not only

the presence of layers with different mechanical properties but also necessi-

tates the presence of interfaces that separate more competent layers overlay-
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ing less rigid ones (Kavanagh et al., 2006; Gudmundsson, 2009, this issue).

Therefore, the length scale associated with the presence of these specific in-

terfaces is what determines the depth at which rigidity-controlled sills would

form.

3.3. Stress control

In contrast, stress rotation can occur in homogeneous as well as hetero-

geneous solids. Stress rotation could occur in response to magma intrusion

within an edifice (Roman et al., 2004, 2006) or owing to the load of an edifice

itself (Pinel and Jaupart, 2004), for instance. Although the Earth’s crust

is highly heterogeneous, considering the homogeneous case is instructive be-

cause it reveals the length-scale over which the effect of the stress-control

alone operates. Considering the crust as homogeneous, sills would be ex-

pected to form within the crustal regions where the minimum compressive

stress has been rotated vertically. In these specific regions, Menand et al.

(2009) have shown that the depth at which sills form is determined by a bal-

ance between the horizontal maximum deviatoric compressive stress, which

favours the formation of sills, and magma buoyancy, which drives magma

vertically and thus opposes sill formation. This competition between maxi-

mum deviatoric compressive stress and buoyancy determines the length scale

over which stress-controlled sill formation occurs.

Menand et al. (2009) applied dimensional analysis to their experimental

data, which enabled them to relate the vertical distance, d, the buoyant crack

needed to propagate before turning into a sill to the buoyancy of the crack

and the horizontal maximum deviatoric compressive stress, σx. Upscaled to

magmatic conditions over a range of reasonable geological values — tensile
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strength of homogeneous host rock Ts = 1 − 10 MPa, density difference

between dyke and host rock ∆ρ = 100 − 500, and σx = 0.1 − 100 MPa —

Menand et al. (2009) expressed the vertical distance, d, as

d � Ts

∆ρg
exp

�
(0.051± 005)

Ts

σx

�
, (1)

where the dimensionless constant was determined by their dimensional anal-

ysis. (The reader is referred to Menand et al. (2009) for a more detailed

account of how this equation was determined.) Their results show that in a

homogeneous and elastic crust, and over this range of geological conditions,

a dyke would have to travel a distance of the order of at least 200 m and in

most cases of the order of one to ten kilometres to adjust to a vertical min-

imum compressive stress and turn into a sill (see figure 4 in Menand et al.,

2009).

This distance is typically greater than the average thickness of lithologial

units, and therefore suggests that in most cases crustal heterogeneities and

the distance between interfaces that are favourable to sill intrusions will play

a larger role than remote tectonic stress rotation in determining where in

the crust sills form, unless these favourable interfaces are several hundreds

meters or more apart.

3.4. Level of neutral buoyancy

As discussed previously, neutral buoyancy alone is not expected to control

sill formation, although it could arrest the vertical propagation of a rising

buoyant dyke (Lister and Kerr, 1991; Pinel and Jaupart, 2004). However,

overpressures large enough for sill intrusion could potentially develop pro-

vided high-density dykes manage to propagate far enough into low-density
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rocks (Taisne and Jaupart, 2009). Also, because a level of neutral buoyancy

corresponds to the crustal level where a dyke is no longer buoyant and thus

does not have any more internal vertical driving force, a dyke would become

even more sensitive to horizontal compressive stress near its level of neutral

buoyancy. So in principle, levels of magma neutral buoyancy could assist the

formation of stress-controlled sills because, provided adequate stress condi-

tions, levels of neutral buoyancy would represent advantageous horizons for

sill emplacement.

3.5. Implications

In reviewing the processes that control the emplacement of sills and the

length-scales over which these processes operate, it appears that crustal het-

erogeneities are likely to play a dominant role. Heterogeneities can directly

induce sill formation through rigidity or rheology anisotropy, but they can

also interact with tectonic stresses and lead to sill-favourable conditions. The

presence of a level of neutral buoyancy in a horizontal compressive stress

field is one example. Interplay between stress field and heterogeneous crustal

layers is another. Indeed, layered elastic rocks can lead to strong stress

anisotropy, even in the case of isotropic remote stress, which would thus

strengthen some strata relative to others (Gudmundsson, 1986; Gudmunds-

son and Brenner, 2001; Menand, 2008).

Better constraints on the geometry of crustal heterogeneities, their phys-

ical and rheological properties as well as the tectonic stresses that they ex-

perience are therefore crucial in order to improve our understanding of how

and where sills form in the crust.
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4. Sill amalgamation and the formation of plutons

4.1. Field evidences

Field evidences for pluton formation by sill amalgamation at mid-crustal

levels or in the upper crust are numerous (e.g. John and Blundy, 1993; Hors-

man et al., 2005; Morgan et al., 2005; Belcher and Kisters, 2006; de Saint-

Blanquat et al., 2006; Pasquarè and Tibaldi, 2007; Horsman et al., 2009;

Morgan et al., 2008). Although more scarce, field evidences of sills or magma

pulses amalgamating to form plutons in the lower crust do also exist (Rutter

et al., 1993; Quick et al., 1994). Additional, indirect evidences come from

seismic studies of magma underplating that reveal an internal layering, sug-

gestive of sills or sill-like igneous intrusions (Al-Kindi et al., 2003). It has also

been proposed that underplating involving successive episodes of repeated sill

injections and their subsequent cooling could generate episodes of surface up-

lift and subsidence, and thus explain the occurrence of rapid sea-level rises

observed on very short time scales (Maclennan and Lovell, 2002).

4.2. A mechanical model

Recently, Menand (2008) proposed a model for the growth of igneous bod-

ies by vertical stacking of successive sills. This generic model is applicable

to bodies of moderate to intermediate size, from sills to plutons (sensu lato)

and including laccoliths. It would not be appropriate to larger bodies such

as batholiths, however, as they seem to develop essentially by lateral growth,

which would thus require another mechanism (Cruden and McCaffrey, 2006).

This model is based on the experiments of Kavanagh et al. (2006), which show

that in the absence of external stresses sills form at the interfaces between
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upper, rigid layers overlaying lower, weaker layers. From these experimen-

tal observations, it follows that if a sill forms owing to a favourable rigidity

contrast then once this sill has solidified it will necessarily provide another

interface with favourable rigidity contrast for the emplacement of a subse-

quent sill. Indeed, once solidified this sill will either become more rigid than

the rocks beneath itself or, alternatively, less rigid than these rocks and thus

less rigid than the rocks above itself. In either case, this solidified sill will

provide a favourable site for the emplacement of another sill either beneath

or above itself, respectively. Therefore, this model provides a mechanism for

the vertical stacking of successive sills, and thus the formation and growth of

laccoliths, by under- or over-accretion, or even by mid-accretion if favourable

rigidity interfaces develop between adjacent sills.

The suggestion that laccoliths can develop and grow by the vertical stack-

ing of individual and successive sills is in agreement with unequivocal field

observations made in the Henry Mountains, Utah, and in Icelan (Hawkes and

Hawkes, 1933; Horsman et al., 2005; Morgan et al., 2005; de Saint-Blanquat

et al., 2006; Pasquarè and Tibaldi, 2007; Horsman et al., 2009; Morgan et al.,

2008; Tibaldi and Pasquarè, 2008). Moreover, it has also been proposed that

laccoliths of different sizes could represent the various stages of pluton for-

mation as one moves in time from sills to laccolith to larger pluton (Morgan

et al., 2005; Horsman et al., 2009), as illustrated in Fig. 4.

4.3. Implications

This mechanical model implies that laccolith formation does not necessar-

ily requires a single episode of magma injection, with laccolith only forming

by inflation of a single sill when it is able to lift up the overlying strata (Pol-
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lard and Johnson, 1973; Pollard and Holzhausen, 1979; Fialko et al., 2001).

The complementary view is that laccoliths can also develop out of multiple,

vertically-stacked pulses (Horsman et al., 2009). The model could thus ex-

plain the formation of internally-layered laccoliths (Tibaldi and Pasquarè,

2008) and plutons (Benn et al., 1999; Miller et al., 2009, this issue), as well

as Christmas-tree laccoliths (Westerman et al., 2004).

This model has also implications for the length scale of large igneous

bodies. The lateral size of plutons growing by amalgamation of successive

pulses or sills would essentially be of the same order of the length of the

pulses that compose them. The pluton thickness, on the contrary, would

be the cumulative thickness of all these pulses. This is in accord with field

observations (Horsman et al., 2005; de Saint-Blanquat et al., 2006; Horsman

et al., 2009; Morgan et al., 2008), and would also explain why and how

laccoliths, and to a lesser extend larger plutons (∼ 10 − 100 km of lateral

extend), tend to grow mainly by vertical expansion with comparatively little

lateral propagation (Cruden and McCaffrey, 2006).

Another inference is that the time scale for the growth of laccoliths and

larger plutons is much larger than the time scale associated with the suc-

cessive magma injections. In fact, the time scale of pluton growth would

mainly be the cumulative time that separates the individual pulses since,

comparatively, the time for their emplacement is instantaneous (Cruden and

McCaffrey, 2001). Therefore, in accord with field and geochronological data,

larger plutons develop over much longer periods of time than smaller laccol-

iths and sills(de Saint-Blanquat et al., 2009). That the average rate of pluton

construction is much smaller than the flux of individual magma injections is
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an important consideration for the thermal evolution of plutons (e.g. Annen,

2009b, this issue).

5. Discussion and challenges

Our understanding of pluton construction has improved, leading to a bet-

ter perception of how igneous bodies intrude into the crust. Pluton formation

is now recognised as being an incremental, discontinuous process. This leads

to new challenges for the interpretation of field observations, as well as funda-

mental questions about the mechanics of pluton emplacement and assembly

that need to be fully addressed.

5.1. Geometry and structure of plutons

Incremental growth of plutons by amalgamation of repeated small magma

pulses is mechanically more viable than plutons growing by emplacement of

larger magma volumes, and thus alleviates the space problem associated with

pluton growth by overall inflation (e.g. Petford et al., 2000). Also, the growth

of laccoliths by incremental stacking of igneous sheets enable to explain why

and how their geometry depart from that of individual sills (Cruden and

McCaffrey, 2006).

However, this also leads to new challenges when interpreting field observa-

tions and relating them to the processes involved during pluton construction.

The relationship between tectonics and pluton emplacement, and their pos-

sible interactions, remain to be clarified (see for instance Allibon et al., 2009,

this issue; de Saint-Blanquat et al., 2009, this issue; and Vigneresse, 2009,

this issue). Another illustration is the recent and controversial view that
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stoping might not be a volumetrically significant process during pluton em-

placement (Glazner and Bartley, 2008a; Clarke and Erdmann, 2008; Glazner

and Bartley, 2008b; Paterson et al., 2008; Yoshinobu and Barnes, 2008). New

challenges arise when interpreting field observations because plutons growth

is a discontinuous process. It involves a succession of processes, both in space

and time, that do not necessarily operate at the same length- and time-scales.

With time, and depending on the amount of magma that is emplaced and on

the manner in which the host rocks accommodate this emplacement, these

processes tend to overprint each other and become increasingly more cryptic

as pluton volume increases (Glazner et al., 2004; Horsman et al., 2009; Miller

et al., 2009, this issue).

5.2. Rate of growth and igneous petrogenesis

Incrementally growing plutons reconcile the apparent contradicting req-

uisites of rapid magma emplacement, to prevent its freezing on its way from

source region to emplacement level, and overall formation over large periods

of time (Petford et al., 2000; Glazner et al., 2004). This has also implica-

tions for the thermal evolution and differentiation of magmas. Indeed, the

incremental injection of magma in a crustal region leads to a thermal evo-

lution of that system that is fundamentally different from that associated

with the emplacement of a single larger volume of magma, not only because

magma, hence heat, is injected incrementally through time but also because

of the way the pluton will evolve and grow, e.g. under- versus over-accretion

(Annen et al., 2008; Annen, 2009b, this issue), and also because of potential

kinetics effects that could take place in the thinnest increments (Michaut and

Jaupart, 2006, 2009, this issue).
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There are also important implications for the relationship between plu-

tonism and volcanism. Developing and maintaining a magma chamber active

requires a delicate balance between the rate at which heat is accumulated

within a region of the crust and that at which it is conducted away, so that a

significant portion of the magmatic body could be eruptible (Gudmundsson,

1990). In fact, recent numerical simulations show that active magma cham-

bers can only develop over a rather limited range of emplacement rates (An-

nen, 2009a); lower rates would prevent magma chambers to develop whereas

higher rates would lead to eruption and drainage of the magma chamber,

which would then accelerate its cooling and solidification. This would be es-

pecially true for developing the large magma chambers needed to feed super-

eruptions. Moreover, these results suggest that the growth of plutons would

be a multi-timescale process with large magma chambers developing dur-

ing episodes of highest magma flux, and that these transient magma cham-

bers would only represent small portions of the pluton final volume (Annen,

2009a). This in turn raises the issue of the magma fluxes associated with the

construction of plutons (de Saint-Blanquat et al., 2009, this issue), and more

specifically how these fluxes can be determined with enough accuracy over

the various time-scales of pluton growth (Paterson et al., 2009, this issue).

5.3. What is the impact on the local stress field?

One consequence of incremental pluton growth is that the local stress field

is likely to change over time as subsequent pulses are assembled together.

Although not yet fully quantified, this is likely to have an impact on the

emplacement of subsequent pulses, with potentially the exchange of principal

stresses (Vigneresse, 2009, this issue), and thus on the overall geometry of
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the pluton as it grows. Therefore, further studies need to concentrate on how

the local stress field evolves during pluton growth and how this impacts on

pluton development.

5.4. How does pluton growth affect the rheology of both host rocks and mag-

mas?

Another and related issue that further studies need to address is that

of the rheology of both the host rocks and the magma. As plutons form,

heat accumulates within an increasingly larger crustal zone. How heat accu-

mulates over time dictates the thermal evolution of magmas (Michaut and

Jaupart, 2006; Annen et al., 2008). Therefore, this will also affect their rheol-

ogy, how much magma solidifies and remains solid within a pluton or instead

becomes fluid or forms a mush. This has strong implications on the manner

with which successive pulses will amalgamate and thus on potential magma

mixing or mingling (Miller et al., 2009, this issue).

As magma and heat are stored in a crustal region, the rheological prop-

erties of the host rock will also evolve. These rheological properties control

how host rocks accommodate the deformation induced by pluton growth,

and this response is coupled with the temperature of the rocks; cold rocks

can not sustain high emplacement rates without fracturing and thus promot-

ing eruptions, whereas hotter rocks would instead behave in a more viscous

manner and thus accommodate the associated deformation (Jellinek and De-

Paolo, 2003). Furthermore, the response of rocks will depend on the volume

of the pluton, or the magma chamber, and therefore on how it grows over

time because a given magma emplacement rate will induce comparatively

lower deformation for a larger pluton (Jellinek and DePaolo, 2003). What
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remains difficult to assess, however, is how the rheological behaviour of the

host rocks evolves during pluton growth, from initially being essentially elas-

tic to gradually becoming more viscous, and how this affects the subsequent

amalgamation of magma pulses (Marko and Yoshinobu, 2009, this issue).
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sill

feeder dyke

Figure 1: Photograph of a rotated sill with its feeder dike on the south side of Gold Creek,

east Mount Hillers, Henry Mountains, Utah, USA. The view is from the east. The sill, its

feeder and the intruded sandstone have all been rotated almost 90
◦

by the later formation

of Mount Hillers’ intrusive centre (situated further north, to the right of the photograph).

Photo courtesy of Michel de Saint-Blanquat.
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Figure 2: A photograph of a rigidity-controlled sill formation (Kavanagh et al., 2006).

The rigidity modulus of the upper layer was 10% larger than that of the lower layer. The

feeder dyke propagated from the injection point toward the interface, reached it and then

intruded the interface as a sill in both opposite directions from the point where the dyke

intersected the interface. Note the protruding dykelet that extended beyond the interface

and into the more rigid upper layer; this dykelet was short-lived and stalled whilst the sill

continued propagating. The arrows indicate flow directions.
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Figure 3: A series of photographs of a stress-controlled sill formation (Menand et al.,

2009). The ratio of initial crack buoyancy to horizontal compressive stress was 2.1. (a)

The injection of air in the gelatine solid created a crack that was initially driven vertically

by the air buoyancy. (b) The gelatine solid was compressed laterally, and so the crack

experienced an additional horizontal compressive stress to which it reacted by changing

its direction of propagation. (c) Ultimately, the crack rotated by 90
◦

and formed a sill

before coming to a stop.
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sill (Maiden Creek)

laccolith
        (Trachyte Mesa)

punched laccolith
          (Black Mesa)

Figure 4: Illustration of the evolution through time of an idealized upper crustal pluton,

based on field observations in the Henry Mountains, Utah by Morgan et al. (2005) and

Horsman et al. (2009). These intrusions would initiate as sills, then evolve into laccoliths,

before becoming punched-laccoliths.
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